2022 DANCEEAST ASSOCIATE ARTIST
APPLICATION QUESTIONS
ABOUT YOU
We want to know more about you and your practice. If you are submitting a video application,
each question in this section should be answered within 2 minutes.
Why you - Tell us how you intend to work with DanceEast and what you would bring to
DanceEast? Why now, at this point in your career?
How do you see this programme working for your practice? What do you already know about
DanceEast that makes you think we’re a good fit for you, at this point in your career? What
could we expect from you, could we learn, gain research? Could you engage with our
participants or audiences in some way?
What do you aim to achieve from this experience?
Being a DanceEast Associate Artist has meant something different for each previous artist we
have worked with. The three-year duration of the programme allows us the time to be able to
support associates with tailor-made packages to support and invest in them.
Tell us what support and benefits you would be interested in receiving?
Tell us about your artistic practice. What motivates you to make work, do you explore recurring
themes? What are your current interests as an artist?
Top tip: Check out this video to hear the variety of support that previous Associates have
received.
Who are your audience, cast and/or participants and how do you engage with them?
Are you interested in making work that speaks to a specific group? Who do you create projects
or work with and why is that important to you? If you are still finding this out tell us a bit more
about who you are interested in reaching longer term and how you want to make that happen?

SUPPORTING FOOTAGE + VIDEOS
If you are completing a video application, please attach your answers here.
For all applicants, please send one to two links to recent or relevant works.
Please remember to provide passwords to files if needed.
Please do not send video applications as Downloadable (Dropbox or WeTransfer) links that
may expire and if you choose to use Vimeo or YouTube and a password, please make sure
you share the password with us.

